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Introduction 
The test_g_gof function (and test_g_gof_arr in VBA) performs a G Goodness-of-Fit test. The test 

could be used to compare the proportions from different categories. The null-hypothesis is roughly 

that the proportions are all the same. If the p-value is too small (usually below 0.05) the assumption 

is rejected, indicating that at least two categories will have a different proportion in the population. 

This document contains the details on how to use the functions, and formulas used in them. 

1 About the Function 

1.1 Input parameters: 
• data 

The data to be used. Note for Python this needs to be a pandas data series. 

 

• Optional parameters 

o expCount (default is none) 

A table with two columns. One with the categories and another with the expected 

counts. In Pandas this needs to be a dataframe. 

 

o cc (default is none) 

which (if any) continuity correction to use. Either  

▪ “none”: no correction 

▪ “yates”: Yates 

▪ “pearson”: E.S. Pearson 

▪ “williams”: Williams 

 

o out (default is “pvalue”) – only applies to VBA test_g_gof 

Choice what to show as result. Either: 

▪ “pvalue”: show the p-value (significance) 

▪ “df”: the degrees of freedom 

▪ “statistic”: show the test-statistic used 
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1.2 Output: 
• The test-statistic (chi-square value), degrees of freedom, p-value and test used. Except for 

the non-array version in VBA (Excel) which will only show the requested Alternative Ratio. 

 

• The array version in VBA (test_g_gof_arr) requires two rows and four columns. 

1.3 Dependencies 
• Excel 

None.  

You can run the test_g_gof_addHelp macro so that the function will be available with some 

help in the ‘User Defined’ category in the functions overview. 

 

• Python 

The following additional libraries will have to be installed/loaded: 

o pandas 

the data input needs to be a pandas data series, and the output is also a pandas 

dataframe. 

 

o math 

the log function from Python’s math library is needed 

 

• R 

No other libraries required. 

 

2 Examples 

2.1 Excel 
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2.2 Python 

 

2.3 R 
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3 Details of Calculations 

3.1 The Original Test 
The G Goodness-of-Fit test uses: 

𝜒𝐿𝑅
2 = 2 × ∑ 𝐹𝑖 × ln (

𝐹𝑖

𝐸𝑖
)

𝑘

𝑖=1

 

𝑑𝑓 = 𝑘 − 1 

𝑠𝑖𝑔. = 1 − 𝜒2(𝜒𝐿𝑅
2 , 𝑑𝑓) 

If the expectation about the population, is that all categories have the same frequency, then: 

𝐸𝑖 =
𝑛

𝑘
 

𝑛 = ∑ 𝐹𝑖

𝑘

𝑖=1

 

Symbols used: 

• 𝑘 the number of categories 

• 𝐹𝑖 the (absolute) frequency of category i 

• 𝐸𝑖  the expected frequency of category i 

• 𝑛 the sample size, i.e. the sum of all frequencies 

• 𝜒2(… ) the chi-square cumulative density function 

• ln(… ) the natural logarithm function 

3.2 Yates Continuity Correction 
This correction is usually only recommended if the degrees of freedom is two. For a goodness-of-fit 

test this means only if you have two categories. 

𝐹𝑖
′ = {

𝐹𝑖 − 0.5 𝑖𝑓 𝐹𝑖 > 𝐸𝑖 
𝐹𝑖 + 0.5 𝑖𝑓 𝐹𝑖 < 𝐸𝑖

𝐹𝑖 𝑖𝑓 𝐹𝑖 = 𝐸𝑖

 

𝜒𝐿𝑅−𝑌𝑎𝑡𝑒𝑠
2 = 2 × ∑ (𝐹𝑖

′ × 𝑙𝑛 (
𝐹𝑖

′

𝐸𝑖
))

𝑘

𝑖=1

 

If 𝐹𝑖
′ = 0, then 𝐹𝑖

′ × 𝑙𝑛 (
𝐹𝑖

′

𝐸𝑖
) = 0 

3.3 E.S. Pearson correction 

𝜒𝐿𝑅−𝐸𝑃.𝐺𝑜𝐹
2 =

𝑛 − 1

𝑛
× 𝜒𝐿𝑅

2  
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3.4 Williams correction 
 

𝜒𝐿𝑅−𝑊.𝐺𝑜𝐹
2 =

𝜒𝐿𝑅
2

𝑞
 

With: 
 

𝑞 = 1 +
𝑘2 − 1

6 × 𝑛 × 𝑑𝑓
 

If 𝑑𝑓 = 𝑘 − 1 (which usually is the case with a GoF test, except if you have an intrinsic null 
hypothesis), the formula can be simplified to: 

𝑞 = 1 +
𝑘 + 1

6 × 𝑛
 

4 Sources 
Wilks describes a theorem in his paper: 

 
(Wilks, 1938, p. 62) 

By setting lambda accordingly the equation can be found. 

The term ‘Likelihood Ratio Goodness-of-Fit’ can for example be found in an article from Quine and 

Robinson (1985), the term ‘Wilks’s likelihood ratio test’ can also be found in Li and Babu (2019, p. 

331), while the term G-test is found in Hoey (2012, p. 4) 

 
(Hoey, 2012, p. 4) 

The Pearson correction is found as: 

 
(Pearson, 1947, p. 157) 

 
The Williams correction is from Williams (1976) 

 
(Williams, 1976, p. 36)  

The formula used is adopted from McDonald (2014). 
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